Prius ac

You grew up with them. You may even have one in your bedroom window. They are air
conditioners â€” refrigeration units â€” powered by electricity. The basics of refrigeration apply
whether it is an automotive air conditioner, a window air conditioner or a kitchen refrigerator.
Hybrid vehicles have special needs when it comes to heating, ventilation and air conditioning
HVAC operation. We need another way to power the compressor. The to present Prius
compressor is powered by a volt AC alternating current electric motor built into the compressor
assembly. The electric motor takes the place of the belt-driven pulley found on typical vehicles.
Cabin heat is backed up with an electric heater. That can have a negative effect on fuel
economy. Since the model year, even the blower motor uses less power by running on a pulsed,
duty cycle electrical input. However, there are some trouble codes that are vehicle specific to
hybrids. Always consult a shop manual to be sure. As you know, the preferred way to obtain
diagnostic trouble codes DTCs is by using a scan tool. Connect yours to the diagnostic link
under the dash and follow the instructions. There is nothing special about the compressor
removal and replacement other than that the high voltage system must be disabled prior to any
work. To access the high-voltage main fuse, you must first remove the service plug grip. You
simply remove the floor panel from the rear hatch area. Next, remove the storage well then the
subfloor panel. Wearing insulated rubber gloves, remove the service plug grip as you turn the
lock lever to the left to expose the fuse which comes out after removing the two bolts. After
removing and plugging the high-side and low-side air conditioner hoses from the compressor,
disconnect the green, high voltage connector. You must first release the three retaining clips.
Cover the connector contacts with electrical tape. And, it goes without saying that you should
be wearing insulated gloves during this procedure. A new refrigerant oil was introduced with
the model year. It has a different insulation characteristic than the previous oil and if ND-OIL11
or equivalent is not used electrical current may leak. If that happens, the vehicle may shut
down. Now, back to the refrigerator for a cold drink. As easy as y-f. By now, you have been
hearing the buzz about a new refrigerant. It is called HFOyf, or simply Ryf. The European Union
decided awhile back that Ra would start to be banished by January , so the search began for a
replacement. Carbon dioxide was considered. After all, it is readily available and a familiar
compound. Using it would not contribute to global warming because it could be extracted from
the gas that already abounds. The down side is that it functions as a refrigerant only under very
high pressure. Ra was considered, but rejected because it is flammable. Ryf is only slightly
flammable â€” so slight that the EPA is expected to approve it under the SNAP significant new
alternatives policy and General Motors is reportedly planning to introduce Ryf in some vehicles.
Ryf does not do the kind of environmental harm the R12 and Ra caused. Ryf lingers in the
atmosphere only 11 days. For the most part, servicing vehicles with Ryf will be no different than
what you are accustomed to. Techs in the new car dealership shops will be seeing systems with
this new refrigerant first, but there should be very little failure. All of the hoses and connections
must be designed to prevent leakage. It will probably be several more years before aftermarket
technicians will have to deal with it. That leaves ample time to get adequate training and
equipment. Beginning with the Prius, a new type of air conditioning system has hit the road. The
system, designed by Denso, reduces energy consumption. It does this by reducing the demand
on the air conditioning compressor by taking advantage of fluid flow dynamics. One of them
actually helps cool the other. In the ejector cycle, the compressor pumps high-pressure
refrigerant vapor to the condenser where it cools and liquefies. The expansion valve only
adjusts the flow of the liquid refrigerant. Next, the refrigerant diverts into two paths with most of
it going through the ejector and less going through a capillary tube. The refrigerant in the
capillary tube goes into one of the evaporators. Denso calls this the down-wind evaporator. The
large portion of refrigerant goes to the ejector which is essentially a double-walled tube with the
inner tube tapering into a nozzle. The tube-inside-a-tube creates a venturi effect that draws
refrigerant that is leaving the down-wind evaporator. Next, the mixed flow of refrigerant goes
into the up-wind evaporator then back to the compressor. Ejector cycle. A traditional
refrigerator draws heat from the air by expanding refrigerant with a valve to cool the air.
Consequently, a large amount of kinetic energy is converted into vortices and is wasted. An
ejector cycle prevents vortices by replacing the expansion valve with an injection system. The
ejector cycle also assists in supplying power to the compressor by converting previously
dissipated and lost energy into additional pressure force, which remarkably improves cooling
efficiency. On the Prius, voltage can be as high as volts DC. You should not attempt to service a
hybrid vehicle unless you are familiar with its overall operation, including the subsystems. If
vehicle has smart key system, disable it and make sure the key fob is 15 feet away from vehicle.
This descriptor is used to characterize the flammability in simplistic terms; however, properties
such as minimum ignition energy, heat of combustion, and the burning velocity are assessed in
order to arrive at such a descriptor. Measurement of HFOyf flammability properties indicates

that a typical static discharge will not have sufficient energy to ignite HFOyf. Refrigerant with
air. Fire or explosion may result if vapor-in-air concentrations are within the flammable range
and an ignition source of adequate energy level is available. Avoid mixing HFOyf with air,
oxygen or other oxidizers at pressures above atmospheric pressure. Cylinder storage. Smoking
should not be allowed in storage or handling areas as a general rule. Smoking should be
prohibited in storage, handling, and servicing areas where HFOyf is used. Do not store HFOyf
cylinders near sources of open flames, ignition sources or at temperatures exceeding degrees
Fahrenheit 51 degrees Celsius. Store cylinders in a cool, well-ventilated area with low risk of fire
and out of direct sunlight. Ensure that cylinders are properly strapped into place, avoid
dropping, denting or mechanically abusing containers. Protect cylinders from moisture and
rusting during storage. Service areas. HFOyf is a heavier-than-air gas. Depending on the
quantity released in air, the material can travel a considerable distance to a low-lying ignition
point. HFOyf can collect in floor pits. There is potential for asphyxiation in floor pits or confined
spaces. Use adequate ventilation in these areas. Diagnosing Engine Misfires and Surges. No
Comments. Order Reprints. The duty cycle is controlled by the HVAC control module. As easy
as y-f By now, you have been hearing the buzz about a new refrigerant. Ejector cycle A
traditional refrigerator draws heat from the air by expanding refrigerant with a valve to cool the
air. Some accessories can power up even though the key is turned off and the engine is not
running. Information courtesy Toyota Motor Co. Refrigerant with air Fire or explosion may result
if vapor-in-air concentrations are within the flammable range and an ignition source of adequate
energy level is available. Cylinder storage Smoking should not be allowed in storage or
handling areas as a general rule. Service areas HFOyf is a heavier-than-air gas. Refrigerant
charging should be performed away from open flames or high energy ignition sources. Report
Abusive Comment Thank you for helping us to improve our forums. Is this comment offensive?
Please tell us why. At Prius repair shop we specialize in Prius AC repair. The Toyota Prius is
equipped with an automatic climate control with humidity sensor. Prius AC repair requires
special compressor oil. The Prius AC can work with maximum efficiency, even when the internal
combustion engine of the Prius is stationary. This type of display is very unique, the air
conditioning system can also be controlled using the touch buttons located on the the steering
wheel. We are fully qualified to work on every aspect of your Prius air conditioning system. We
use the latest environmentally friendly and testing procedures to ensure your air conditioner
will operate perfectly every time you use it. The air conditioning system in my car works, so why
should I have it serviced? Servicing is all about preventative maintenance and the same applies
to the air conditioning system in your car. When an air conditioning system is operating
corrosive acids are produced. The receiver dryer is part of the system and is designed to collect
these acids, along with moisture. As the build up of contaminates in the receiver dryer
increases, its ability to do its job decreases and eventually the corrosive acids in the air
conditioning system damage other component parts. Because this corrosion is occurring on
the internal surfaces of these parts it is impossible to accurately determine what parts of the
system will fail next. Contact us. Toggle Sliding Bar Area. Toyota Prius Repair Shop. Faramarz
AmiriRanjbar 30 Nov It is very hard to find honest experts that are not after your money and
focus on quality of the service that they provide. I am very impressed with the level of integrity
and high quality work I've experienced with this shop. Ken is an amazing human being and a
great example of professionalism and fantastic quality work. Lucy Roy 27 Oct Had a very nice
experience here, Ken is great and very knowledgeable in what he does. Took my daughters car
in with a broken touch screen, Ken replaced it with a new one and off we went. Definitely
recommend this place. Ann Verma 19 Oct Appreciated the education and cost explanation about
the repairs required along with a priority list provided quickly upon arrival. The turn around time
showed efficacy. Highly recommend this provider. Francisco Molano 14 Sep Great services.
Christopher Hawkins 19 Aug So glad I've found a good, trustworthy mechanic for my Prius.
Thanks Ken! Emanuel Margaretis 03 Aug Upfront and honest! Delivered on time and far less
costly than any dealer or other shops I have been to. I have experienced everything you can
imagine and that's after over 30 cars in my lifetime and more than 2 million miles accumulative.
Ken is the BEST!!!! Ken uses all Genuine Toyota parts so this is a no brainer. Tenacious
Dmitchell 27 Jun Fixed right the first time. Great competitive prices and on time with job. These
guys are specialist with the hybrid system. Tim Pham 26 May Our Prius needed a Hybrid Battery
replacement. Ken delivered on his promise. The car is running great so far. Kasie Clampitt 01
Mar The reasons are the dealership always over charge you or try to up sell non-essential
services to you. Having little knowledge of cars, I always went for whatever they recommended
even though I knew in my heart that they over charged me for the services. Anyway, I found
Caspian through Yelp and decided to give it a shot. Ken, the owner, was very helpful and
professional. He gave me a lot of tips on what to do to make my car more fuel efficient. One time

I called him up to see if he could help me to put on some venting tube in my battery
compartment. He told me to drop by and he did it for no cost. He is professional and an expert
in Prius. Friendly and sincere. Kristi Sanders 18 Nov My Prius shut down while I was driving and
I couldn't get it started again. I had no choice but to have it towed. While waiting for the tow
truck I began researching hybrid specialist repair shops. Caspian popped up as the leading
hybrid repair shop. The tow truck driver suggested a shop he knew of that did work on Prius
engines. He said it would save me tow money since Triple A covers 7 miles for free and Caspian
Motors was 15 miles from me. I had the car towed to the shop the tow truck driver
recommended. Unfortunately half way through the day the shop Triple A recommended said
they could not work on the car because they did not have the right equipment to fix my car. The
shop suggested that the Toyota dealership would probably be the only shop to have the
equipment needed. I called Caspian Motors and they informed me that they had the equipment
needed for the job. After towing the truck there, Caspian was able to diagnose and fix the car
within the day! I am so very grateful to find Caspian Motors and will only take my Prius to them
from here on out. Jim Rue 13 Nov I chose Caspian Motors based on yelp reviews and proximity
to where I live only. I made the right decision. Ken is a friendly and knowledgeable guy, and he
helped me get my Prius back on the road quickly and for a reasonable price. I will call on him
again, to be certain. Christine Samuel 19 Oct Expert, honest and reasonable prices. Ken
installed a rebuilt engine and now it runs like a new car. Joshua L mjlg 19 Oct SOOOO long
story I was lied to by a seller on Facebook about a Prius. He told me the car just needed a new
12v battery and that it was it. My wife and I really trusted him as he seemed to actually be a
christian and informed about the christian community. He had the this big acting role on how he
was just selling the car with his wife, and they just had it sitting. However upon driving it more
home after purchasing it, the car started to break down. I called the best mechanic shops
around checking their reviews. However, I was left with unanswered questions and just possible
wait times. Ken knew what was wrong just from me explaining the issues what it needed. This
man will truly take care of you. He made my car sound like a brand new car out the lot of a
dealership. He really heard me out and was very upset that I had been screwed over so bad. I
am utterly amazed after he changed my battery for a new hybrid battery from Toyota and giving
me a complimentary service. I had taken my car apart to make some repairs in the back and he
put it back together. I did not even need to ask him. He just did it. What is most special about
Ken is his expertise, as well as his compassionate customer service. He spent time driving my
car just to make sure it ran great. He even test drove it with me. This man does not take this job
lightly, it is lifestyle of hard work and integrity. Jim M 03 Oct Amazing service. Ken is absolutely
knowledgeable and competent in his field of work. I wish I would have known about this shop
before. Highly recommend coming here for your Prius needs! Michael Young 20 Sep I highly
recommend this shop. Top notch service and workmanship. Ken was awesome and reasonably
priced. Kristina Covington 18 Sep Replaced my Prius hybrid battery for a great price! Really
took the time to explain to me what was going on with my car, which is hard to find at most
mechanics. I even got complementary services in addition to this. Highly recommend this
mechanic if you have a Prius. Dark Wizard Pluto 28 Aug Great service. Great warranty. Ken
stands by his work! Jason Rose 02 Aug Ken is the man. Fair prices and great work. Ken really
went above and beyond for me when we had issues with our car. I highly recommend him! Ana
Banana 26 Jul I can't say enough good things about this shop. The owner knows Priuses or
Prii? You will not be disappointed! Damon Weaver 21 Jul I appreciated that Ken took the time to
not only answer my questions about the repair but he thoroughly explained ways to prevent
unnecessary wear on the parts in the future. Carol Reynolds 07 Apr After years of expensive
and unsatisfactory dealership service, my husband and I found Ken online and are happy we
did. He's extremely knowledgeable, fair and honest - rare in the business. Thank you Ken for
five-star service. Julie Duck 22 Feb Trust means a lot when it comes to car service and repair. I
trust Ken to be honest and fair. Vanesa Chavez 07 Feb Just as others have mentioned
previously, Toyota Prius Repair shop are super friendly. For me, I needed my Hv battery
replaced. Ken gave me an explanation and even options for solving the problem. I opted to
replace the battery as a whole. He kept me updated and was very patient and kind with me
through the whole process. Highly recommend. Colin Chrismer 30 Jan I took my Prius in to get
it repaired after the engine failed to start. Ken was able to diagnose the problem within the same
day and give me a quote, which was cheaper than every other location in the area. My car was
back in good shape after only a few days. I no longer live in Laguna Hills but I will definitely
come back here to have my car maintained in the future. Ken, I'm sorry for posting this so late,
you are a lifesaver! Ardit Papa 23 Jan The best expert on Hybrid cars. Trustworthy ,excellent
service. Thank you again. Great mechanic shop! Ken always does great work and always does
his best to keep my costs low. He saved me thousands vs taking my prius to the toyota

dealership. I highly recommend this place. Andrew C. Boyd 07 Nov Ken is fast, friendly and very
accommodating. Great service at a great price. Definitely will return! Michael Ciauri 07 Sep Ken
is a knowledgeable solution oriented mechanic with pricing and service that far surpasses the
dealer. I highly recommend him to anyone looking for an expert to work on their Prius. I brought
my 11 year old Gen 2 Prius to him because the battery appeared to have degraded significantly.
It was like driving an ICE powered vehicle that also had to constantly charge a useless battery.
Ken ran some tests, shared the results with me, and provided a few options. We decided a
replacement made sense. The car was ready exactly when he promised with a brand new
battery. My Prius is a hybrid again. The new battery is operating great. Gas mileage is back up
to reasonable levels. Ken also provided additional suggestions on how to get the most out of
the Prius. Working with an experienced, honest, and engineer minded mechanic like Ken is
invaluable. You rock Ken, thank you! Brian McDermott 29 Jul After taking my Prius to the
Toyota dealership and being quoted an extremely high price for the repair, I thought that my
Prius was totaled. However, after looking online we found Ken and decided to take a chance. He
ended up being able to fix it for half the price and a better warranty. He finished on time and
even did more work to the car for free. Ken was a pleasure to work with and I will definitely be
taking my car there for future repairs. I would highly recommend this place! It dislodged several
supportive clips, showing about two inches of clear space on one side. I shook my head as the
bumper was still attached but looking for a railroad track to tear it off. I called Ken at the Prius
Repair Shop for advice. He then asked me to bring it in the following day. I did, and he called
back after lunch and said it was ready. Ken reattached the bumper with new clips and said, "no
charge" as it only took several minutes to fix. Ken is honest, understands the complex Prius
Hybrid system, and does what he say he will do. Jason Laikam 14 Jul Was having problems with
coolant level. Ken helped me resolve my problem.. Assured me that it is a workhorse and that it
had a long way to go. Chantal Elise 03 Jul I just picked up my car from here, and I just want to
say that all these 5 star reviews are well-earned!!!! I am so thrilled with the exceptional service I
received and the quality of care. I didn't feel I was overcharged as I have with many countless
other mechanics in the past, and my prius went from sounding like a jackhammer and a jar of
crickets were jammed under the hood to being as silent as a snail!!! They didn't try to sell me a
bunch of unnecessary junk, they didn't make me feel like an idiot, they were just kind and
gracious and it's safe to say I won't ever be going anywhere else for maintenance! Jacqueline
Toy 07 Jun Ken is the best mechanic I know. I have been bringing my cars to repair for over 10
years now. I won't go anywhere else! I had a mercedes and now I have a toyota camry. Ken has
helped me keep my cars running! I commute all the way to Laguna Hills since he is a very trust
worthy mechanic. He is quick to finish any job that is necessary and will listen to anything that
you may have a concern with. He is very friendly and I highly recommend for anything from oil
checks to assisting with smog checks. There is a certified smog check right next door, so very
convenient if you are needing to do that too! Karolina Grechuta 04 Jun This shop is absolutely
amazing. I am so grateful to have found Ken. Very honest, and knowledgeable which is a rare
thing in and of itself in this industry. My engine was making weird noises and I was taking it
from one mechanic to another for diagnoses and estimates. When I first called him and told him
the engine problem I was having with my Prius he asked me a couple questions and diagnosed
the problem immediately which no one was able to do before. He didn't even hesitate. When I
brought my car in he looked it over, confirmed his diagnoses and then spent hours trying every
trick in the book to see if there was any way to save my engine. As it turns out my engine was
failing due to other mechanics mishandling that I had been taking it to. Unfortunately it was too
far gone at that point and I needed to make plans to replace it. Ken got to work and found a
remanufactured engine for me at a very fair price, installed it and had my car back to me without
any hiccups and in a very short timeframe. Ken is hands down THE expert when it comes to
Prius hybrids. I will be taking my car to him for routine maintenance I don't want anyone else
working on my car after this engine ordeal. There's no one like Ken you truly are in the best of
hands with him. Nicole Lonberger 23 May Prompt, friendly and fast service. Ken responded to
my inquiry quickly and scheduled me to come in the next day. My check engine light was on.
Ken checked it and told me instantly what need to change in my car. He was able to turn it
around that same day. Ken also checked in to see how my car was running. Very happy with the
experience. Carla Mendoza 17 May Thank you for fixing my Prius Ken!! Works great and got it to
me quicker than I thought! I had to get a new motor installed which was a bummer but I'm glad I
found Ken! Super nice and helpful, very knowledgeable!! Awesome service! Quick turn around
time, and fair pricing. I will forever go to ken for all of my prius problems or maintenance that
needs to be addressed. I had to have a few parts replaced on the prius and the dealership
quoted me an astronomical price. After speaking with ken on the phone, I was educated on what
exactly went wrong with my prius and what my options were to cut corners on cost. Bottom

line! Thanks ken, be seeing you in the future! Stentorian Voice Training 02 Nov I'm a shade tree
mechanic and there were some unfamiliar hybrid stuff I just didn't want to deal with Ken knows
his stuff! Its a very personable small shop and he's honest about cost but very reasonably
priced. Jake Jones 12 Sep Ken did a great job answering all of my questions and diagnosing my
vehicle. I would highly recommend him to anyone. Art Pazornik 09 Sep I have had my car Prius
serviced by Ken 3 times and each time I've been totally satisfied. I have , miles on the car and as
long as Ken's around I have no plans on replacing it. He is honest, fair and a terrific mechanic. I
highly recommend him. Laura Gustafson 22 Aug This place is great! I was having trouble
finding someone to install a 12V replacement battery in my Prius but finally found their website
and they installed it in about 20 minutes for more than half the price my Toyota dealership was
charging. Really nice people and super knowledgable about hybrids! Kristen R 12 Jul Ken
accommodated my car with ease and quoted me the best price out there. My car was back to me
in a few short days, and now I'm very happy with the results. Thank you! Denise Shaw 06 Jul I'm
so happy to have found and reached out to Ken before taking my Prius to the dealer. He
diagnosed and fixed my issue in less than 24 hours at a VERY reasonable price. Ken will be my
"go to" mechanic for all of my Prius needs. Joe Wolfgram 30 Jun Brought my car in with red
triangle of death and got it fixed same day for half the price Toyota was going to charge me.
Haytham Salem 14 Jun It's always nice to get the job done by someone who really knows what
he's doing! If you have an issue with your hybrid so don't waste your time and money
somewhere else because this is the place to fix your car professionally and with a reasonable
cost. I came here with some unknown issues, they took my car in a busy day and got it done in
just few hours! Leo Domino 07 Jun My wife and I took our Prius over to Ken at Caspian Motors
after reading great reviews about his business. We were about ready to give up on the Prius and
get rid of it. Ken is a great mechanic and also a very honest one. He did a lot of great repair
work on it for a very good price and saved our car! He's got our business from now on! Mary
Manca 10 May Ken at Caspian took the time to explain my options. He squeezed me in on a busy
day, and did the work for the quoted price, far less than I would have spent at the dealership. I'm
confident they know what they're doing, and will definitely go back and refer to friends and
family. Beach Smile Dental 21 Apr Brought my Lexus hybrid to be checked after first taking it to
the dealer Ken is very knowledgeable and got my Lexus hybrid battery fixed for less than half
the price I was quoted. Highly recommended! Shahram Ray 08 Apr I have my two vehicle. Honda
hybrid and lexus hybrid repaired at this place. My overall experience is very positive. I
recommended friends and family they all have positive experience ken is very knowledgeable
and know his craft very well. If you have hybrid vehicle I highly recommend this place. Jacob
Whitehead 28 Mar I took my RXh in for repair. Ken was absolutely wonderful. He was quick to
give provide me with options and was the best price around. The dealer quoted me over 5 times
what Ken fixed my vehicle for. I am truly grateful for his help! Jean Ridlon 02 Mar I just love this
guy. He's always available to explain everything, too. I highly recommend anybody with a
foreign car to use this guy. Grady Raymer 31 Jan As advertised- skilled, smart, polite and
reasonable. Ken was able to bring my Prius back to life as other dealerships were offering to
scrap it for me. Some mechanics are spooked by the Prius and yet Ken embraces it. Very happy
to have found this place in South Orange County read more. Nathaniel Masudal 21 Jan
Searching the web for a reliable and affordable mechanic close-by, I found Ken at Caspian
Motors and am very glad I did. Calling right away, I explained what work needed to be done on
my Prius and Ken quoted me his prices, and they were great! The job was done in half a day and
got my car back running great! Highly recommend; definitely returning for future services. Go to
Top. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our
certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. For an AC system to work, it needs a gas or liquid substance called refrigerant R in older
cars, Ra in and newer cars. Over time, refrigerant can leak from the AC system through seals. If
the AC does not have enough refrigerant, it will not blow cold air. Since the AC system is a
sealed unit, the only way to tell if the car needs a recharge is if the AC is not blowing cold air
through the vents. There are two types of refrigerant. These cannot be interchanged. For older
cars, it should be filled with R12 refrigerant or converted to a newer system. For cars made after
, the AC should be filled with Ra. It is common for refrigerant to leak. If the AC is not as cold as
you expect, then it is probably a good time to have the mechanic look at it. Lack of proper cold
air can be an indication of other problems with AC fan not working, AC compressor not
working, etc. In addition to your comfort, air conditioning systems add value to your vehicle.
You should keep your AC fully operational. In some systems, the hot and cold air are blended to
achieve the desired temperature setting. In these cases, when the AC system fails, in addition to
not getting any cold air, the entire temperature regulation can be thrown off. Estimate price near
me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50

point safety inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: Since the AC system is a sealed unit, the
only way to tell if the car needs a recharge is if the AC is not blowing cold air through the vents.
How it's done: Install air conditioning manifold gauge set. Determine if the air conditioning
system charge is low. Add the correct refrigerant to top off the air conditioning system. Install
thermometer in vents to monitor vent temperatures. Check system for leaks. Check for proper
operation of AC system. Our recommendation: It is common for refrigerant to leak. What are the
common symptoms indicating you need an Car AC Repair? AC is not working. AC is not
blowing cold air. Clicking noise from the engine compartment. How important is this service?
Number of Toyota Prius services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Toyota
Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Toyota mechanics Real customer
reviews from Toyota owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Whitney 39 years of
experience. Request Whitney. Whitney explains what he's trying to do and why? He also tells
you what has to be done at the dealer if the parts are not available. I love Your Mechanic!
Whitney is amazing and trust worthy. I feel like my car is always in good hands and I found a
mechanic that I can trust. Isai 27 years of experience. Request Isai. Isai is very professional and
friendly person. He describes your car issue with a high level of detail so even non-car person
can understand. Highly recommend this mechanic! John 31 years of experience. Request John.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car AC Repair. Skip to main content of over 1,
results for "prius blower motor". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by
your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a
new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for prius blower motor. Replacement AC Heater Blower Motor
with Fan - Compatible with Toyota Prius , , , , , , , , - Replaces , , , , Get it as soon as Sat, Feb
Only 13 left in stock more on the way. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue,
Mar 2. Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 6 left in stock order soon. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. In stock on April 1, Only 10 left in stock - order
soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Need
help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Have to replace my AC compressor. Juan Carlos Valle Junior Member. Joined: Jul
9, 19 5 0 Location: Miami, Fl. My question is where can I get a new or refurbished AC
compressor online? Thank you!! SFO Senior Member. Did you keep up on the cleaning of the
condenser? A clogged condenser will kill the compressor although K is a good run. Wrecking
yards is one source as in the above first post response. Possibly this company Ranshu Inc. Not
wait for things to break. Georgina Rudkus and SFO like this. Georgina Rudkus Senior Member.
The seals and bearings if well lubricated could last for years. The brushes will possibly wear
out; refrigerant doesn't unless it leaks out or is contaminated by detritus from wear. Data
Daedalus likes this. ChapmanF Senior Member. Not sure if it is brushless. There is, however,
one "Achille's Heel" with the AC compressor. It's the connector pins that corrode. When this
happens, the entire electrical compressor is useless. Contrary to what some advocates say
about dielectric grease, I fill both the AC compressor and water pump connectors with it. It
keeps water vapor out of the connection. Pressure of the contact between the connectors
displace the grease and make good contact, even though the grease is non conductive. Data
Daedalus and nssdiver like this. But doesn't the compressor suffer at least some mechanical
wear? I'd think it's pump pressure would decline at least some over time, no? I do have a screen
door screen between my intake grill and my condenser to keep the bugs out. Data Daedalus and
edthefox5 like this. Only when traveling north or east or south does it start to get hot and only in
the summer. As for inverters overheating and causing the air-conditioning not to run in all my
years living in our mild climate here in San Francisco I still have not come across one case of
the AC not working because of an inverter over heating. Just wondering how many times an
inverter was replaced due to the internal replaceable fuse. Maybe most of the time then burger
never had to be replaced in the first place. But then you have to ask yourself what caused The
fuse to blow. A lot of parts get thrown out a symptom in attempt to cure the problem just

because no correct diagnosis was ever performed in the first place. Data Daedalus , douglasjre
and Georgina Rudkus like this. It's pretty simple really. I've done 6 six inverter cooling water
pump replacements where the owner was also complaining about the AC only working
'sometimes'. Two of them had already had "repairs" performed on the AC system that did
nothing except empty their wallet. The other 4 just lived with it. All 6 are now working normally
after installation of a new ICWP. Often, we hear about the catastrophic failure of an ICWP while
someone was driving down the highway at 70mph. I think the majority of ICWPs don't
experience rapid failure. I believe they go through months of intermittent failure before finally
stopping. Although some of those pumps were obviously smoked, with melted goo at the
bottom, there were also a couple that appeared to be working car in IG-ON at owners home if all
you did was glance in the reservoir. There were ripples, but very light. Who knows if it would be
running or not 10 minutes later. Very big difference with a new pump installed. I'd be willing to
bet there's a lot of Gen2s running around right now that have bad ICWPs in them and the owner
may never know. It depends on the climate and what types of trips the car is used for. Once the
inverter temperature starts getting abnormally high, it apparently stops sending power to the
AC compressor. Makes sense to me, since the AC compressor can be a significant load. At what
temperature does this occur? I don't have that exact answer, but it apparently happens prior to
the P0A93 cooling system performance DTC triggers. Maybe that's an experiment I can try when
the weather gets hotter. I have a k mile I recently purchased with plans to make it a work
vehicle. Perfect car for this experiment. Unplug the ICWP, have an assistant drive the car while I
monitor inverter temp and AC compressor current load and see at what temp the compressor
current drops out. Sounds easy enough. I'll add it to my list!! Georgios , Kenny boy ,
Raytheeagle and 3 others like this. But the shop dose not tell the customer the mistake, bad
diagnosis "AKA guessing" they just replace the cheaper part and say nothing. Sometimes the
shop have the Balls to makeup a story that the inverter blown out electrical caused the pump to
go out and charge the customer more money to replace that to. This is why I tell people to only
go to a shop that specializes in your car. Hopefully even if they can't read a book big problem in
this trade if that shop has been in business for many years they broke and miss-diagnosis so
many parts they finely got better by the time they get to your car. Be careful going to shops that
the owner of the shop has never ever worked on a car in his life and can not even diagnosis his
self out of a wet paper bag. Rph74 likes this. Georgina Rudkus likes this. It may be like TMR
says. It may also be a failing hybrid battery that will kill the ac too. You should have lights on
your dash Diagnostic codes launched alerting you to a malfunction. Get those codes pulled
using a hybri
ford galaxy manual pdf free download
1994 club car ds wiring diagram
mazda x 7
d capable OBD device instead of just shot gunning what you think it may. Btw most auto parts
stores cannot pull hybrid codes. Post those codes back here before you proceed. Georgios
Member. Replaced one compressor last year. Its really easiest AC compressor of any car. Most
shops would not even do it since it is hybrid. Reminds me of the early s when some people
refused to work on gasoline cars and worked only on steam. Make sure you remove the orange
battery plug just in case. And then remove the ac plug. Also used from ebay or yard is an option
and its the cheapest alternative. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content.
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